Quieter. Cleaner. Smarter.
Quieter flushing for calmer bath-space experiences.
With the aim of transforming bathrooms into serene, comfortable and hygienic living spaces, Hindware brings to you Aquasheet, a one of its kind expert flushing technology that not only cleanses thoroughly but also cuts down the unnecessary noise.

Aquasheet is quieter and also comes with a cascade cleanse that uses water optimally. Equipped with a smart design that lets water enter the bowl in uniform strands from all directions, Aquasheet makes sure you have a cleaner, quieter and smarter flushing experience.

**AMAZON**
Wall Mounted Water Closet
An innovative water closet with smart and geometrical design to give a sleek and seamless look complemented by a durable duraplast slow falling seat cover.

- Quieter flushing technology when compared to all the others.
- Cascade cleanse that rinses the entire bowl clean and bacteria-free. It lets water enter the bowl with more pressure from the multiple holes under the rim also resulting in optimum usage of water.
- Smart and sustainable, as it uses water optimally in order to produce the best-in-class cleansing results.
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